Spontaneous particle transport through a triple-fluid phase boundary.
We investigate the spontaneous transport of a single particle through an air-water-oil triple phase boundary that is formed by placing a thin oil lens at an air-water interface. We find two distinct transition regimes: a particle initially accelerates upon its adsorption to the air-water-oil triple phase boundary from the air-water interface; subsequently, the particle decelerates after spontaneously detaching from the triple phase boundary. In the first stage, which we call the capillarity regime, the difference in the particle attachment energy to the three fluid-fluid interfaces accounts for the observed initial acceleration. Once it detaches from the air-oil interface and resides solely at the oil-water interface, the particle decelerates due to viscous drag; hence, we call this phase the relaxation regime. We show that the shape of oil lens as well as the size of the particles has a significant influence on the dynamics of particle transport through the triple-fluid phase boundary.